Spare parts for helix-helix interaction.
About 6000 contact regions (patches) of helix-to-helix packing from 300 well-resolved non-homologous protein structures were considered. The patches were defined by the spatial helical neighbors and were estimated in atomic detail using a variable distance criterion. The following questions are addressed. (1) Are the amino acid preferences and atomic composition of distinct types of helical patches indicative for the type of their neighbor? Distributions of size, atomic composition and packing density are compared for different types of helical interfaces. Thereby contact preferences are derived for parts of secondary structures adjoining each other or pointing towards the solvent. (2) Is it possible to cluster helical patches according to their structural similarity? For these purposes the patches were classified with an automatic sequence-independent superposition procedure which yields a distinctively reduced set of representative interfaces. On this basis, the methodology for finding exchangeable patches in different proteins is demonstrated.